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id you know?
An elimination diet 
allows us to slowly reduce 
major food sensitivities
and facilitaties transition 
off of coffee, sugar, and 
alcohol. 
Eliminating
foods that are allergen
and inflammation-causing
can make it easier to dive
 into those
resolutions!

 NEW YEAR

D
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process has to be a boring
and complicated,

speciallynowadays,

that there are so many

substitutes!

NN ot to say that this 
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the whole concept behind
Pretty Eats,

BORING.

proving
that eating healthy foods  
should never equate to 

AAnd that's the 

For this reason we've  
compiled an easy 
elimnation

guide.
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be eliminating are 
the following
main foods: 

WWhat we will 

gluten dairy

beef/ Eggs

processed  
sugar

coffee, soda, 
alcohol 
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Depends on what you 
are trying to 
accomplish. 

FFor how long?

For adults the 
recommendation 
is 2-4 weeks, then 

these food groups
slowly re-introducing 

and taking note of
how your body feels

AFTER.AFTER.
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FRUITSFRUITS

ANDAND

VEGETABLESVEGETABLES
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NOT
Oranges, grapefruit, 
bananas,strawberries, corn, 
creamed vegetables, 
tomatoes, peppers, eggplant, 
regular potatoes.
These foods ar excluded as 
they are known to be high in 
allergens.  Bananas are high 
in starch and sugar and 
strawberries are known for 
being covered in pesticides 
and herbicides.

NOT
THATTHAT
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DAIRYDAIRY
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TRYTRY
Hemp
Rice, and nut milks such as 
almond, hazelnut, walnut, 
cashew, etc. 
Coconut milk
Coconut oil and butter 

THISTHIS
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NOT
Dairy and eggs including: 
Milk, cheese, cottage cheese, 
cream, yogurt, butter, ice 
cream, non-dairy creamers, 
ghee 
 All of the above are known 
for being an allergen, acidic 
and highly mucus forming! 

THATTHAT
NOT
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StarchStarch
GlutenGluten
GrainsGrains
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TRYTRY
Brown, red, black and wild 
rice 
Millet
Tapioca
Buckwheat
Amaranth 
Teff

THISTHIS
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White rice, corn, barley, 
spelt, kamut, rye, oats (even 
gluten-free)
All of the above are known 
for being very common 
allergen/food sensitivity.  
Corn is even known to be 
genetically modified often!

NOT
THATTHAT

NOT
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ProteinProtein
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TRYTRY
Cold-water fish, ex. salmon, 
halibut, tuna, sardines, 
trout
Lamb, duck, organic 
chicken, turkey 
Lentils, legumes, bee 
pollen, spirulina, blue- 
green algae. 

THISTHIS
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Pork, beef, veal, sausage, 
cold cuts, canned meats, 
frankfurters, shellfish, any 
raw meat, raw fish, sushi, 
warm water fish.
Red meats are highly acidic 
to the body, not to mention 
the use of hormones and 
antibiotics. 
These seafood have a high 
risk of containing parasites, 
heavy metals.

NOT
THATTHAT

NOT
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Seeds

Nuts

OilsOils

Seeds

Nuts
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TRYTRY
Hemp, chia, sesame, 
pumpkin, sunflower seeds
Hazelnuts, pecans, 
almonds, walnuts, cashews, 
pistachios, nut and seed 
butters, ex almond or 
tahini.
Cold-pressed olive, 
coconut, flax, sesame, 
almond, walnut, pumpking, 
sunflower.

THISTHIS
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Peanut, peanut butter
Butter, margarine, 
shorteninig, processed oils
Salad dressings, mayonnaise, 
spreads 
Many vegetable, nut and 
seed oils are highly 
processed which causes free 
radicals in the body that can 
cause damage at a cellular 
level! 

NOT
THATTHAT

NOT
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DrinksDrinks
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TRYTRY
Filtered water
Green, white, herbal tea
Seltzer, mineral water 
Coconut water, 
Green juice, pressed

THISTHIS
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Alcohol, coffee, caffeinated 
beverages, soda, soft drinks. 
Coffee is highly acidic, takes 
a toll on our detox organs 
and specially the adrenals.
Beer and hard liquor contain 
gluten, wine contains 
sulfites.  
Sodas are full of sugar and 
have ZERO nutritional value.

NOT
THATTHAT

NOT
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SweetnersSweetners

CondimentsCondiments
andand
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TRYTRY
Stevia, coconut nectar
Vinegar, all spices, all 
herbs, 
Raw or dark chocolate that 
are dairy and sugar free! 
Miso
Coconut liquid aminos 
Wheat-free tamari
Unsweetened, whole fruit 
jams.

THISTHIS
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Refined sugar, white/brown 
sugars,  maple syrup, high 
fructose corn syrup
Splenda, Equal, Sweet'N Low
Agave nectar, brown rice 
syrup, honey
Regular chocolate, ketchup, 
traditional soy sauce, BBQ 
sauce, teriyaki sauce
Chewin gum, breath mints

NOT
THATTHAT

NOT
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Removing these foods helps to 
relieve the burden on the 
immune and digestive systems. 

Many times we are unaware of 
the affects of certain foods 
because we eat them often. 

By following this guide, your 
system will be in a good place to 
reintroduce non-cleanse 
foods and to see how they affect 
you. 

Not
the end

Not
the end


